Pre-order for everyone to wear at camp. Orders will be added to camp bills after May 15. Imagine your entire unit wearing a Tesomas shirt; what better way to show your Tesomas spirit!

50/50 Short Sleeve T-Shirts: Gildan 5.6oz 50% cotton, 50% polyester tee. Theme artwork is on the front and the customized text is on the sleeve. $13.50/each

Ladies 50/50 Short Sleeve T-Shirts: Gildan 5.5oz 50% cotton, 50% polyester ladies tee. Theme artwork is on the front and the customized text is on the sleeve. $13.50/each

Wicking Polyester Short Sleeve T-Shirts: Gildan 4.5oz 100% polyester tee with an antimicrobial treatment. Theme artwork is on the front and the customized text is on the sleeve. $16.50/each

Cotton Long Sleeve T-Shirts: Gildan 5.5oz 50% cotton, 50% polyester long-sleeve tee. Theme artwork is on the front and the customized text is on the sleeve. $16.50/each

Cotton Crewneck Sweatshirt: Gildan 7.7oz 50% cotton, 50% polyester with Tesomas theme artwork on the back. Customized text is located on the front. $18.50/each

All shirts can be customized with your unit number and city.

PLEASE ORDER ONLINE BY FRIDAY MAY 1, 2020
CAMPINGISKING.COM/TRADINGPOST